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Partners with the Discovery Across Texas project view an open panel on a battery structure at Reese 

Technology Center. The structure, which houses a battery that stores power from the wind turbines on site, 

was commissioned at a dedication ceremony Friday, Oct. 18. 

By BLAKE URSCH 

A chilly morning breeze hurried proceedings at a dedication ceremony for a wind energy battery storage system 

Friday, Oct. 18, at the Reese Technology Center. 

The event, a joint effort by Texas Tech, the Center for Commercialization of Electric Technologies, Group NIRE 

and others, centered around the commissioning of the EMW Samsung SDI/Xtreme Power grid scale battery. The 

battery is part of the Discovery Across Texas grid demonstration project. 

Launched in 2010 by the CCET and the Department of Energy, Discovery Across Texas acts as a giant laboratory 

for researchers to experiment with ways to integrate wind energy into Texas’ power grid. 

According to Mark Harral, CEO of Group NIRE, grid-scale batteries typically serve two purposes: 

■ Time-of-day charging: Wind blows harder and people use less energy during the night. The battery stores wind 

power generated by the turbines at night for use during waking hours when the wind isn’t as strong. 

■ Reliability: Things change on an electrical grid every split second. The battery acts as a backup, resolving issues 

in percentages of a second that would take operators much longer. Take, for example, a brief power blink. 

“If you had a battery deployed at your substation, that blink wouldn’t have occurred,” Harral said. “It would have 

provided assistance to the grid to make it more reliable.” 

According to a guide published by Samsung and distributed at the event, storing electricity during off-peak hours 

can cut energy costs. 

The project also includes the implementation of a cyber security testing lab for researchers to test methods for 

keeping the grid safe from hackers. 

The entire project cost $27 million, according to the Energy Storage Database. 

Harral was joined by other speakers from Tech, the Texas Public Utility Commission, Golden Spread Electric 

Cooperative, CCET and others in presenting the project. 
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Donna Nelson, chairman of the public utility commission, said as of Aug. 31, Texas has more than 10,500 

megawatts of wind energy installed. This accounts for 10 to 12 percent of energy in the state. 

“Anyone who has grown up in West Texas knows that challenges produce opportunities,” Nelson said. “Battery 

storage is one opportunity.” 

Terry Hazell, director of the Texas Emerging Technology Fund, also spoke at the event. The state-sponsored fund 

provides grants to encourage research endeavors within Texas. 

“We want to make Texas the next place to come out with the next great idea,” Hazell said. 

Further, she said, Tech has brought in a little more than $4 for every dollar provided by the state for wind research. 

“Not only can it happen here,” she said, “it is happening here.” 
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